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Is Truth Up For Grabs? 

By Phil McIntosh 

 

 Words often get thrown around carelessly. People are very cavalier with their 
usage of vocabulary and oftentimes issues can escalate unnecessarily because of such 
reckless regurgitation of words. If one wants to categorize another as undesirable or 
unorthodox, he could throw around a word like “radical.” Our world possesses many 
ideas and individuals who are truly radical. However, the population of our world is 
also made up of people who are not radical, though they are falsely accused of such. 
Those who are not truly radical might simply hold an opinion of a social, ethical, politi-
cal, financial, ethnical, religious, or other vein of thought that fits outside of the com-
mon mold of the accepted confines of majority opinion.  

 Unbeknownst to you, you might be considered “radical” by a seemingly growing 
portion of the population of the world. While it is possible you have opinions regarding 
politics, money, or ethics that are radical to those in your environment, there is another 
way in which you might be categorized as being outside of the accepted norm. This 
might be- if you ascribe to a belief that truth is absolute. There is a faction within society 
who believe, and proclaim loudly and with great ferocity, that truth is relative. They are 
not alone, nor are they innovators. In fact, the idea of a relativistic truth goes back in 
history to a time even before Jesus was born! A man by the name of Protagoras of Abdera, 
who lived in the 5th century BC, has been noted as being at the forefront of “Western 
philosophy.” He is, by the estimation of Plato, quoted as saying this: 

“Each thing appears to me, so it is for me, and as it appears to you, so it is 

for you-you and I each being a man.” 

While this ancient thinker might not be assured to have believed in a constant, 
consistent, and systematic form of relativism, the basis of what he says has formed 
a foundation as such for many people today who promote the idea that there is no 
such thing as absolute truth; each having the right to determine what their truth is.  

 To give at least the opportunity for the existence of a shackled and limited 
application of such a philosophical worldview, one would certainly agree that 
elements in our world are perceived differently from one person to another. For 
instance, in the winter what is “freezing” for some is “comfortable” for others. A 
mountain range that seems massive for those who live in the hill country of Texas 
falls far short of grandeur in the eyes of someone who lives in the mountainous areas 
of Colorado. Be that as it may, the truth of the temperature and the height of a 
mountain (which are both real and fixed measurements) are not unchanged; rather it 
is the individual’s perception and reception of the truth in front of them which 
impacts their beliefs and opinions.  

 Though academia exists as a wonderful opportunity for someone to enhance 
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their intelligence and understanding, it can also 
open the door to the perusal and digestion of 
pieces of information which mangle the simple 
truths in plain view before us. Sometimes we can 
“educate” ourselves out of higher intelligence (1 

Cor. 1:18-25). It seems as if the opening of the 
box of relativity has produced the “majority” (be 
it a true majority or only a loud few) handing out 
“relative” and “personal” “truths” like Oprah 
(YOU get a truth, and YOU get a truth…and 
YOU get a truth too!). When there are differences 
of opinions on a particular topic someone might 
say to one with whom they disagree, “Well that’s 
your truth and this is my truth.” Someone might 
say, “If that’s your truth, then good for you…” 
And then, with the impression of higher education 
and the boastfulness of tolerance, an individual 
says we can hold (and have the right to hold) 
such differing opinions simultaneously because 
“truth is relative.” Hold on a minute though. If 
there is no such thing as absolute truth, as many 
feigning moral supremacist and intellectually 
evolved individuals so claim, is not the very 
statement that “truth is relative” itself open for 
debate since the statement of a truth being relative 
itself would be a relative statement? It cannot 
both be true that the statement “truth is relative” 
is absolutely true when the adherents to and 
peddlers of that thought tell us there is no absolute 
truth. One cannot have his truth cake and eat it too.  

 The reality, hard as it might be for some 
to fathom, is that truth is absolute. Truth is 
knowable, tangible, readable, reachable, and 
understandable. Jesus, the Son of God, and a part 
of the very nature of God Himself, told us that 
the word of God is truth (Jn. 17:17). Jesus said 
that the truth will set people free (Jn. 8:32). The 
book of Proverbs tells us to “buy the truth and 
sell it not” (Prov. 23:23). John wrote that truth 
came through Christ (Jn. 1:17). Jesus said that 
He was telling the people the truth that “came 
from God” (Jn. 8:40). We could go on with the 
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scriptures, but the point is this, truth is: Real, 
Established, and Accessible. Those who disagree 
will flail for the entirety of their life to know 
what is true in this world and will continually 
come up empty. There will always be questions 
that could be answered that, for those living under 
the blanket of ignorance toward God, will be left 
unknown. Worse still, the truth of our world’s 
Creator and Judge will one day be made manifest 
for all to see. Those who feed on the cake of 
relative truth all their life will one day be given a 
bitter pill. The truth is that God wants everyone 
to come to Him and find peace and salvation (2 

Tim. 2:4). The only way that is possible is if 
mankind accepts the truth delivered to them from 
the Lawgiver and Maker, and then lives it (Jn. 

14:6). 

There will be a Church Bowling on Saturday, 
December 17th, 12:00 pm, at Hallmark Lanes 

Bowling Alley. (Everyone’s invited) 

Church Bowling 

Sunday, December 11th, at 5 pm, in the  
Fellowship Hall. Please bring finger foods. 



2- SARA RUMMEL 
2- JESSIE TURNER 
8- NATALIE FISHER 
10- JUELZ GAITHER 

12- MARTHA BELL 
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14- PAUL PORTLEY 
17- BRENDA SELLERS 
18- BRITTNI GRIFFITH 
20- BEVERLY WILLIAMS 
20- JOSEPHINE SPEAR 
20- ZACK PETTIES 
24– MONICA MCLEAN 
25- GAYLE WILSON 
28- GAYLEN WILLIAMS 

DECEMBER 

BIRTHDAYS 

ORDER OF SERVICE 

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 11, 2022: 
 

♦ANNOUNCEMENTS: REGGIE BASS 

♦1ST PRAYER: ANDRÉ PETTAWAY  

♦SONG: GAYLEN WILLIAMS 

♦SCRIPTURE READING: KEITH RUMMEL 

♦SONG: GAYLEN WILLIAMS 

♦SERMON: PHIL MCINTOSH 

♦INVITATION SONG: GAYLEN WILLIAMS 

♦SONG BEFORE COMMUNION:  

 GAYLEN WILLIAMS 

COMMUNION:  

  IVAN MCINTOSH & MICHAEL ROGERS 

♦SONG: GAYLEN WILLIAMS 

♦OFFERING:  

  IVAN MCINTOSH & MICHAEL ROGERS 

♦CLOSING SONG: GAYLEN WILLIAMS 

♦CLOSING PRAYER: KINGSFORD ASARE 

♦AUDIO/VISUAL: PATRICK SELLERS 

♦SECURITY: BRUCE BROWN & ROGER DEEM  

♦NURSERY: BEVERLY WILLIAMS & GAYLE 
WILSON 

  

 

 SCRIPTURE READING 

“Has Hate Become Cool?” 

Matthew 5:21-22 

 

“21
 Ye have heard that it was said of them of old 

time, Thou shalt not kill; and whosoever shall kill 

shall be in danger of the judgment: 
22

 But I say unto you, That whosoever is angry with 

his brother without a cause shall be in danger of 

the judgment: and whosoever shall say to his brother, 

Raca, shall be in danger of the council: but whosoever 

shall say, Thou fool, shall be in danger of hell fire.” 
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December Cleaning Calendar 
• May be done any time before the next Sunday. 

• Please consult with your team leader for further questions.  

Dec. 4-TEAM 
ROGER 

Patrick  
Brenda 

Linda 

 

11-TEAM JAMES 

Kim-Marie 

Xavier 
Jaden 

Kingsford 

Barbara 

 

 

18-TEAM PHIL 

Michelle 

Beverly 

Josephine 

Yvonne 

Lois 

Marcella 

 

25-TEAM LEE 

Natalie 

Derek  
Ken 

Tim 

Jan. 1-TEAM 
ZACK 

Amanda 

Diedre 

Paul 
Rubye 

 

4– Josephin� & Natali� 

11-Beverl� & Gayl� 

18- Victori� & Brend�  

25-Natali� & Amand� 
 

Decembe% Nurser� Schedul� 
 

*W� ar� i* nee+ o, mor� 
ladie- t. hel/ i* th� 

nurser�. I, yo2 woul+ 
lik� t. b� o* th� nurser� 

lis5, pleas� contac5 
th� offic�.  

Than9 yo2! 

 

YOUTH OUTING  
 

There will be a youth outing on 
Tuesday, December 20th, 

beginning @ 1:00pm. We will meet here for pizza, 
have a small project, then go to Topgolf in Waco.  
The cost per person will be $20. Please sign up in 
the foyer if you are interested. For any questions, 

please see Gaylen Williams or Phil McIntosh. 



PLEASE REMEMBER OUR MILITARY & D.O.D. 

CIVILIANS IN YOUR PRAYERS:  

-Tracy Wilson’s son, Zane, is in the class portion of flight school. 
-Sara Rummel's son, Bryan Johns, is leaving for marine boot 
camp on Monday. 
 

PLEASE KEEP THESE MEMBERS & LOVED ONES 

IN YOUR PRAYERS: PRAYER LIST: Marcella Williams 
is battling Covid. 
-Brenda Sellers' mother was admitted to a hospital in Houston 
to have a stint put in her liver and her bladder issues addressed.  
-Judy & James Wall have been battling an upper respiratory 
virus. 
-Jim Dukes has not been feeling well and will undergo testing. 
-Shirley Wooten is having health complications. 
-James Garner has swelling in his leg where he had a blot clot 
prior. 
-Creta Bales cousin, Terry Jackson, is in Scott & White Hospital 
with an unknown virus. 
-Josephine Spear has been sick with a bad cough. 
-Natasha Arch has been released from the hospital.   
-Former member, David Chapman, is back in the hospital 
fighting cancer. The medication he was on is not working. 
-David Hamrick has developed sepsis arthritis in his right 
wrist and is recovering from surgery to remove the infection. 
The infection has moved into his bloodstream.  
-Adam Zak will have an ultrasound on the 15th to check his 
circulatory system and heart. 
-Martha Bell’s sister is home from the hospital and Martha 
has returned home. 
-Yvonne Hardiman is traveling with her husband to Ohio for 
his mother’s funeral service. 
 

SYMPATHY: We wish to extend our sympathy to Mary Lou 
Daines, who lost her son last Sunday in a motorcycle accident, 
in North Carolina.  
 

CONTINUED PRAYERS FOR OUR SICK & HOME 

BOUND: Rodney Carter’s aunt (Mary Segler), James Garner 
& wife (Tammy), Donna Hines’ stepmother, sister (Rhonda 
Miller) & niece (April Miller), Bill Rawlings’ & his mother, 
Beverly Williams’ sister-in-law (Cindy Fisher), Jim Dukes & 
family, former members (Connie Cruz) (Bobbie Knight), Judy 
Wall’s husband (James), Michelle McIntosh's cousin (Nikki), 
Gary & Shirl Foster, Joyce Brown's nephew (Jon-Jon Simmons), 
Willard Jack Dunn, Tracy Wilson’s mother (Ruth Hyde), Martha 
Chafin, Tim Matter’s wife (Elda) & brother (Michael), Josephine 
Spear & sisters (Rose & Patricia), brother-in-law (Kent) & 
friend (Iris), Linda Deem’s nephew, Tanja, Natasha, & Tiffany 
Arch & Tanja’s aunt, Amanda Petties' sister (Jewel) & nieces 
(Carrington & Moneisha Williams) & sister-in-law, Rufus 
Brown, Marcella Williams & brother-in-law (Johnnie Milford), 
Julie Odum’s mother (Sharon Schmidt), Nada Miller, Cheryl 
Flores’ brother-in-law (Raymond Flores), Billye Hughes, 
Mary McAnally’s sister (Ann Ahrens), Gladys Driver, Jessie 
Turner, and Linda Walts. 
 

Our Speaker Today Is  
Phil McIntosh 

 
We want to especially welcome our visitors!  

If you are visiting, please fill  out an attendance card 
from the back of the pew directly in front of you, and 
drop it in offering box as you leave.  Thank you for 

your visit and please join us again! 

BIBLE STUDIES AND  
COUNSELING OFFERED 

 

 Bible Studies With Our Preacher Or Elders 
 

 Free Bible Correspondence 
 

 Free Marriage And Family Counseling 
 

To our visitors—Thank you for being with 
us today, and please come again! 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

ZACK PETTIES (elder):  zpetties@yahoo.com 

LEE FISHER (elder):  fisherfam79@gmail.com 

PHIL McINTOSH (pulpit ):   

kcofcpreacher@gmail.com  

Office: 254-634-7373 or email us at: kcofc@hotmail.com  

�DECEMBER CALENDAR� 
 

11-Youth Devo, 5:00 pm, in the fellowship hall. 

14-Ladies’ Bible Class, 10:00 am, in the fellowship hall.  

17-Church Bowling, 12 pm, at Hallmark Lanes. 

20-Youth Outing at 1:00 pm. 

21-Singing Class, 6 pm, in the auditorium. 

26-Office will be closed. 

28-Singing Night 

Jan.2-Office will be closed. 
 

*LADIES BIBLE CLASS BREAK: The ladies’ Bible 
class will meet this Wednesday, at 10:00 am, then will 
not meet again until January 4th. 

NEWS FROM THE PEWS 

 


